
RECEIVED 

NOV 2 1991 

CSC v. Armstrong documents to Ford Greene 11-2-91 
	

HUB LAW OFFICES 

1. In appeal no. B025920 respondent's petition for permission to 
file response and for extension of time to file response; dated 2-
20-90; filed 2-28-90 

2. In appeal no. B038975 defendant's permission to file response 
and for time to file; dated 2-21-90; filed 3-1-90 

3. In B025920 permission to file respondent's brief granted; 3-9- 
90 

4. In B025920 appellants' opposition to respondent's petition for 
an extension of time to file responsive brief 

5. Ltr of 3-6-90 fr Toby Plevin to Division 4 Ct in B038975 and 3-
3-90 to Division 3 Ct in B025920 

6. Ltr of 3-9-90 fr Eric Lieberman to clerk of Division 4 

7. Defendant's reply to appellants' opposition to petition for 
permission to file response and for• time; dated 3-23-90; filed 

• declaration of 3-15-90 

8. Respondent's brief filed in. B025920; dated 7-9-90 

9. 	Respondent's supplemental appendix; filed with respondent's 
brief in B025920 

10. Appellants' reply brief filed in B025920; dated 8-30-90 

11. 	Defendant's appendix (declaration of 12-25-90) filed in 
B038975 

12. Letter (reply) brief fr Eric Lieberman in B038975; dated 2-19- 
91 

13. Ltr of 2-27-91 fr G.Armstrong to clerk of ct in B038975 

14. Petition for• rehearing in B025920; dated 8-13-91 

15. Motion to seal record on appeal in B025920 and B038975; dated 
9-11-91 

16. Opposition to motion to seal record on appeal; dated 10-14-91; 
filed 10-15-91 

17. Exhibits supporting opposition to motion to seal record on 
appeal; filed 10-21-91 
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